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If you are a private business owner or corporation and also own the

commercial space your business operates from, then a sale & leaseback

(“S&L”) may be a fantastic opportunity for you, especially in the current

finance and real estate market!

A S&L is a desirable alternative to traditional financing when a business

requires extra capital but wishes to stay located at the same premises.  

When structured correctly, it may increase the overall value of your

business and boost your balance sheet. 

So, what is a S&L? In a nutshell, you offer your commercial property for

sale, and when sold to a new owner, you continue to reside at the

property and pay rent to the new owner via a pre-arranged lease

agreement. A perfect solution when trying to free up capital by untying

cash in a property asset without giving up control of the resource that is

vital to operations, the commercial space.

What is a Sale & Leaseback?
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Businesses Well Suited to a S&L

Own their commercial property

Have a stable operating history and a generally healthy balance

sheet

Can commit to the property location for a minimum of 10 years

Are willing and able to take responsibility for operating expenses of

their business property in what is called a Triple Net Lease, where the

tenant has sole responsibility for all costs relating to the asset being

leased.

Properties that are well suited for exploring a S&L arrangement include

most commercial property types including office, retail, medical and

industrial sites.

Businesses that are well suited to exploring S&L arrangements include

those who 

One of the primary advantages as a seller-tenant of a S&L transaction is

the ability to remove whatever remaining debt that was encumbering the

property from its books, while simultaneously liquidating whatever equity

it had obtained in the property and boosting the Balance sheet in the

process. 

The value of the property and therefore the Equity is increased, by the

fact you will take a long-term commitment to remain in the premises,

making it attractive to investors.
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Australia's current low interest rate environment has increased fixed-

income investor demand for alternative investments, and with a low cost

of capital has therefore generated lower required yields than traditional

fixed-income investments. 

Due to the low interest rate environment, a fantastic opportunity has

presented itself through a S&L with property values peaking for

maximum immediate return, whilst long term rental commitments are

minimised, relative to the property value. 

Essentially, as interest rates decline so do required investment returns

from property investors. This drives up prices!!! 

We are in an unprecedented low interest rate environment, with yields at

the lowest they have ever been. There has never been a more perfect

time for a S&L structure than now.

What Makes a S&L Great in 2020?

Low Interest rates
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The table below demonstrates that  the higher the yield, the lower the

benefit.

What Makes a S&L Great in 2020?

Low Interest rates
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The rent to property value is at an all-time low, and may never be

repeated, as seen in the chart below.



Access to credit has played an important role in driving demand. More

than a decade after the financial crisis, bank credit remains cheap. 

However, with banks having limited access to funds, it is not as easy to

source capital from limited resources.  This has been further exasperated

by the Royal Commission investigation and changes to bank liquidity

requirements, making banks far more selective on who they lend too. 

Obtaining credit to access bank finance at reasonable interest rates and

terms is now challenging for many middle-market companies, especially

those with less than $25 million in revenues.

What Makes a S&L Great in 2020?

Credit access & affordability
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A S&L can be used to free up cash to grow a business, acquire other

business’s, and expand with additional facilities, technology, and

equipment. With the tightening of the credit market, many businesses do

not have access to the level of credit as they need to achieve their

growth objectives. 

 

S&L can be used as an off-balance-sheet financing structure that allows

the seller to turn a non-earning asset into growth capital. The company

can then utilize the available bank financing for acquisitions and growth

opportunities in the future.

 

The absence of covenants in a S&L arrangement provides business

owners with significant discretion in determining the best use of their

company’s cash.

 

In simple terms, with property yields as low as 6 - 7% of capital, most

businesses that are operating efficiently and profitably should be able to

deploy that capital and reach significantly higher returns up to 20 - 60%,

depending on the nature and health of the business.

When Should I Consider a S&L?

When capital is needed for growth
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Mezzanine finance is a hybrid of debt and equity financing that typically

gives the lender the right to call on equity interest of the company

(property or other assets) should the loan default.

Simply put, mezzanine finance is a second mortgage that uses your

property as collateral to raise capital. While mezzanine finance has

helped meet the growing demand for credit in recent years, it is high risk

and high cost.

 

Mezzanine finance has an all-in cost of between 8% - 16% in the current

market. These lenders will often require interest and equity ownership as

part of their total return structure.

The implied financing rate of a S&L is generally 500 - 600 basis

points lower than mezzanine finance and does not require equity

ownership from the seller.

Although mezzanine finance is useful and provides a manageable

capital raising debt payment, it is a very high-cost credit solution and can

lead to debtors losing control of their assets and have personal recourse

if things go wrong. The proceeds from a S&L transaction can be used to

refinance the existing mezzanine portion of the company’s capital

structure or, as an alternative if there is no mezzanine to replace the

company’s senior debt. In both instances, the company’s balance sheet

ratios will improve substantially with a S&L.

When Should I Consider a S&L?

As an alternative to mezzanine finance
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When contemplating selling your company (not just the real estate),

consider a S&L option as you can almost always benefit from taking the

property out of the company sales transaction. This will maximize the

value of your real estate and will increase the overall gross sale proceeds

of a company sale.

If the property remains as part of your business sale transaction, the full

value of your property is seldom realized as the 'EBITDA multiple'. The

EBITDA multiple is a financial ratio that compares a company's Enterprise

Value to its annual EBITDA (which can be either a historical figure or a

forecast/estimate).

When Should I Consider a S&L?

When selling a business (& will it add value to the sale?)
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"The EBITA multiple is used to determine

the value of a company and compare it to

the value of other, similar businesses, and

often does not value the company's real

estate at its true fair market value."



Reducing the overall acquisition price of the business enterprise by

removing the property assets (that are sold at a premium) allows a wider

market of approachable buyers. 

The example below illustrates how a S&L increases the proceeds of sale

in a corporate sales transaction.  The rent expense will slightly lessen the

EBITDA, therefore lessening the price of the operating entity. However,

when the accurate value of the real estate is recognized as a separate

sale transaction and added to the proceeds of the overall company sale,

a higher overall result is achieved.

When Should I Consider a S&L?

When selling a business (& will it add value to the sale?)
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"... a higher overall 

result is achieved with 

a sale & leaseback"



Businesses struggling for liquidity

to pay creditors or considering

downsizing can look to a S&L for

capital. 

Depending on the value of the

company’s real estate, a S&L can

supply a considerable amount of

liquidity and be a quick initial step

to begin the corporate

rerestructuring process.

A S&L can be used

for corporate purchases such as the

buyout of a shareholder or a special

cash distribution in the case of an

exit strategy. T

he absence of covenants in S&L

arrangements provide business

owners with significant discretion

in determining the best use

of their company’s cash.

When Should I Consider a S&L?

Corporate Restructuring
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Exit Financing



"We are at the start of an explosion

of sale and leasebacks globally. 

There are massive organisations

that don't need to be wasting the

balance sheet capacity owning the

real estate"
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David Harrison
Chief Executive, Charter Hall

2020

Low rates fuel 'explosion' of 
property deals.



The proceeds from a S&L

are generally higher than that of

traditional mortgage or mezzanine

financing.

Capital that has been tied up in

property ownership can be

released to use as needed by the

business, without disrupting its

operations because possession of

the property is maintained for the

duration of the lease.

When the property is sold, the fixed

(property) asset value is replaced

with a current (cash) asset. Under

historical accounting standards,

the new rental obligation is marked

on the balance sheet as an expense

rather than as a liability. Under new

accounting standards (AASB 16

Leases), on inception the Company

will recognize a matching ‘right of

use asset’ and lease liability.

These two key changes increase

the ratio of current assets to current

liabilities which can only improve

the overall business balance sheet.

Key Benefits of a S&L

 Generate cash flow
or raise capital

1.
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2. A better balance
sheet

"Having a healthier balance sheet

enables a business to service short

term debt & seek further finance

opportunities."



As a business owner, you understand the fragility and importance of a

stable work environment. And that your human resources are the most

important resources within your business. Anxiety can evolve when

staff discovers that their business property is for sale, even if they are told

nothing will change, as is the case in a S&L.  It is a natural human instinct

to fear change and feel insecure when faced with this proposal,

especially in today's Covid-19 affected environment.

 

When marketing a S&L opportunity using an 'off-market', or private,

approach to pre-defined investors the entire process is treated with

extreme confidentiality and can be conducted without any of your staff

becoming aware of the sale, even after it has been concluded.

 Keeping the sale process confidential while engaging a S&L will mean

there are no changes to the daily operations of your business, nor will

your corporate community be aware of the changes going on ‘behind

the scenes’.

 

Our substantial investor database is key in keeping the marketing of your

property confidential and non-public. We are highly networked in the

commercial investment industry and can confidently offer your property

for S&L without marketing to public platforms and without

compromising the value. . We target known investors who are looking for

opportunities.  When selling “Off Market”, most of the due diligence

costs are met by the buyer.

Key Benefits of a S&L

3. Confidentiality
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Lease negotiations form part of the

selling negotiations and are

skewed to be beneficial to you. You

will be very much in control of what

terms will apply to the lease to suit

you and your objectives best.  You

have the bargaining power here!

 

As well as raising capital, you can

define the length of the lease,

negotiate extensions via pre-

defined options, and have the

opportunity to set additional terms

to the lease.  S&Ls allow for

avoidance of balloon payments,

call provisions, refinancing and

other cumbersome items that can

form part of a commercial property

lease.

When a greater opportunity for

expansion of your business

presents, a plan may allow for

physical expansion or upgrades to

the property in the future, which

can be pre-determined in the ;ease. 

 

When needed, standard clauses

are implemented that deem the

new owner of the property to be

responsible for these expansions

and are generally based on a pre-

determined percentage of cost

being added to the rent amount.

This allows for property expansion

as if the property was still owned by

you and as part of your ongoing

business plan.

Key Benefits of a S&L

4. Set your preferred
lease terms
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5. Expansion opportunity



The majority of S&L agreements follow a triple net lease structure,

meaning the tenant is responsible for all operating costs relating to the

property. This may include taxes, insurance, and common area

maintenance.

 

Being responsible for paying taxes may not sound like a benefit at first,

however, it does mean that you can continue to manage and utilise the

property as you did when you owned it and gives you overall control of

the property for the term of the lease. As if you were still an owner. 

 

S&Ls, typically a single-tenant proposition, tend to be looked upon very

passively by new property owners. They remain very ‘hands-off’ as an

investor and allow you to continue running your operation, encourage

you to continue to be successful, and will work with you to achieve this

as a common goal.

Key Benefits of a S&L

6. Retain control of the property
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As a commercial property owner, tax deductions are limited to normal

property costs, interest expenses and depreciation only.

Once a property has reached its full depreciation, nothing more can be

claimed.  If you have owned the property for a long period already,

these depreciation deductions are highly likely to already be extremely

low. 

 

As a leaseholder, the value of the total lease payments can be claimed

as expenses for tax deductions. These deductions are for the life of the

lease term, so your after-tax cost of the lease becomes very attractive. 

 

The tax benefits of a lease expense in a S&L far outweigh the benefits

of an interest expense, especially in the low-interest market of today

"The tax benefits of a lease expense

in a S&L far outweigh the benefits

of an interest expense, especially in

the low-interest market of today."

Key benefits of an S&L

7. Tax Benefits
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The process of running a successful S&L project may seem daunting.

Every engagement is different, but we like to follow this process for

completing a sale.

The Process
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Your objectives and key drivers

Optimum expectations of the sales leaseback outcome

Price Expectations  

Assessment of a realistic rental payment which compliments the

business

Tax considerations such as Capital

Gains Tax

Preferred sale and settlement timing

It is important to work closely with every individual client and

understand their needs and outcome expectations.

Once considered, a strategic plan, budget, and approach that are

aligned with our client's core business objectives are defined.

Items considered during Stage 1 include;

The Process - Stage 1
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Understanding your objectives



An objective commercial real estate pricing assessment, based on

current market conditions and historical data, is prepared for you. Our

professional rental analysis is supported by hard evidence and

comparable agreements in the current market.

The Market Rental Assessment is imperative to a successful S&L. If the

rent is “topped up”, then the yield will also increase, and you could end

up with the same value, however higher long term rental costs over the

term of the lease. 

Communication of market trends and identifying similar commercial

properties will help provide an accurate and well-considered price

expectation range to expect for the sales & leaseback.

The Process - Stage 2
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Professional Pricing Assessment



Term of the lease, typically being 12-15 years

Option periods for extension beyond the initial term, typically 5

years + 5 years + 5 years

Rental amount to pay and when

Rent review structure, including when and how market rent

reviews are allowed 

Type of lease, typically a double or triple net

Potential for expansion and how this structure may work

We will provide standard, detailed lease agreements prepared by

expert property lawyers. 

Key considerations of these commercial leases are;

The Process - Stage 3
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Commercial Property Lease Preparation



a professional asset presentation 

a list of recommendations

contractual due diligence

Environmental

Geo-tech

Planning

If you wish to market your property publicly for sale under the S&L

structure, then a commercial real estate due diligence package is

custom created for every one of our clients. This package contains;

Recommendations for the appointment of external specialists that may

be needed includes:

The Process - Stage 4
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Due Diligence Package

"If you choose to sell off-market to a

pre-qualified buyer, most of these

costs are met by the buyer via a

Due Diligence clause in the sale

agreement."



Whether you go to the public market or sell off-market, we can

complete either option specific to and depending on your individual

requirements. 

Often with S&L arrangements, the off-market strategy to sell is a better

option. It will mean all processes will be completed behind closed

doors and will not alert your staff who may develop concerns about the

future of the business and their livelihoods. Although a S&L

is likely to initiate no change to the day to day running of your business

or your staff experience, a confidential campaign can often resolve

such issues that may arise with staff.

The Process - Stage 5
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Commercial Real Estate Agent Tender



S&L investors can work to meet tight time frames.

If a potential seller can provide historical financial statements, a

business plan, projections, and a description of the planned use of

proceeds, S&L buyers can make rapid investment decisions.  

We minimise the stress of this negotiation time from you by reviewing

and assessing final bids, checking buyer capacity, capability, and their

historical actions.

We ensure that the final agreement process will maintain alignment

with your objectives and preferred outcomes; both in price and terms.

This negotiation strategy is part of our service and we involve you as

well as the buyers as we will always seek the best outcome

for you. 

Once a final offer is agreed upon, we execute the contract and take

receipt of the deposit to secure the agreement.

We maintain clear communication with you throughout this process.

Monitoring any further contractual conditions and requirements, we

manage the negotiation for you until the S&L deal is made final.

The Process - Stage 6
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Close the deal



After the deal is completed, the contracts signed and the champagne

put on ice, we continue monitoring all aspects of your sale & leaseback.

We check all documentation, transfers, and payments are attended to

on scheduled due dates. 

We ensure all aspects of the contract are met on your behalf allowing

you to focus on your business. 

And finally, we will attend the settlement and provide you with

confirmation of the contract closure. 

The settlement process typically takes 30-60 days from when the

contract is marked as unconditional.

The Process - Finalised
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Settlement
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